The recent availability of the chicken genome sequence poses the question of whether there are human protein-coding genes conserved in chicken that are currently not included in the human gene catalog. Here, we show, using comparative gene finding followed by experimental verification of exon pairs by RT-
INTRODUCTION
The analysis of the (almost) finished human genome sequence (1) concludes that the number of protein-coding genes should lie in the interval of 20 000-25 000. However, the models used by computational techniques to annotate genes and obtain gene-number estimates are oversimplified, and as the knowledge of the biology involved in this problem increases, this number can be updated. One such update has recently taken place with the release and analysis of the sequence of the Tetraodon genome (2) . The authors found 904 putative novel human genes with a computational approach, of which 63% had expressed sequence tag (EST) evidence projecting an additional 2.6% of genes over the current version of the human gene catalog (Ensembl 34d) which contains 22 287 genes. Similarly, the recently obtained sequence of the chicken genome (3), which is currently the closest available vertebrate genome to mammals, can allow us to detect human genes that are not present, or were not detected, in rodents and are poorly represented in human cDNA sets, because of low-and highlyspecific expression. Here, we show that the additional set of novel human genes found with a bioinformatic protocol followed by experimental verification on the sequence of the chicken genome does not add more than 0.2% to the current human gene catalog. We further analyzed the 904 putative novel human genes inferred with the Tetraodon genome and found that using our filtering protocol the additional set would add a percentage of genes similar to the one estimated in this paper, thus supporting the hypothesis that the current human protein-coding gene catalog is close to completion. It should, however, be noted that there are other types of coding genes, such as intronless and quickly evolving genes, that remain unseen by our method and for which the chicken sequence could still be exploited.
There are two main ways to automate gene annotation: homology-based approaches and de novo approaches. The former annotates genes by aligning transcript and protein evidence to the genome and the latter by using a statistical model trained beforehand on an available subset of annotated genes. Homology-based approaches, e.g. Ensembl (4), are highly accurate but require previous evidence (e.g. an EST, a known paralog or ortholog, etc.); on the other hand, de novo approaches, while less accurate, can reliably identify genes with no transcriptional evidence beforehand. The simultaneous use of two or more genomes by de novo gene predictors The online version of this article has been published under an open access model. Users are entitled to use, reproduce, disseminate, or display the open access version of this article for non-commercial purposes provided that: the original authorship is properly and fully attributed; the Journal and Oxford University Press are attributed as the original place of publication with the correct citation details given; if an article is subsequently reproduced or disseminated not in its entirety but only in part or as a derivative work this must be clearly indicated. For commercial re-use, please contact journals.permissions@oupjournals.org (called comparative gene predictors) has proven extremely effective, not only in improving sensitivity over singlegenome methods but also in finding novel genes (5-7), where novel specifies genes that fall outside a core set of annotated gene loci for a given genome. Here, we use SGP2 as a comparative gene predictor (8) .
MATERIALS AND METHODS
We have applied a bioinformatic protocol analogous to the one used for searching novel human genes with the mouse genome (6), using the newly released chicken genome as reference. To further enhance the accuracy, we took advantage of the differentiated intron-exon conservation observed between human and chicken orthologous genes. Our pipeline includes three sequential phases: (i) prediction of multi-exon genes in the two organisms and generation of homologous chickenhuman prediction pairs; (ii) filtering out the models not supported by exonic structure conservation and not meeting the novelty criteria; and (iii) experimental verification by RT-PCR.
Generation of human-chicken homologous prediction pairs
Using the comparative gene predictor SGP2 (8), we have generated two sets of 40 005 human and 29 430 chicken genes. Each set of predictions was generated using the other genome as comparative reference and a large part of the difference in their size ($36%) is owing to a fragmentation of the human predictions since the number of predicted exons in human, 238 737, is only 17% larger than in chicken, where 203 834 exons were predicted. The compactness of the chicken genome, the chicken genome is $40% the size of the human genome (3), probably alleviates the tendency of gene predictors to fragmentate gene models. From the two prediction sets, we built a collection of 66 390 human-chicken putative homologous gene pairs using BLAST (9) . For each chicken prediction, we drew a maximum of five human predictions whose protein alignment had an expected value <1 · 10 À10 in a BLASTP search.
Filtering by conservation and novelty
The set of 66 390 gene pairs were filtered by the conservation of the exonic structure in the following manner. We performed a pairwise global alignment of the corresponding proteins using T-Coffee (10), essentially carrying out the NeedlemanWunsch (11) alignment algorithm, and compared the intron locations in each alignment. The degree of conservation of the exonic structure is then defined as the proportion of the number of aligned intron positions to the number of introns that can be aligned (i.e. the minimum number of introns between the two genes).
There were 41 186 gene pairs (62%) that showed at least one intron position aligned (which is the minimum positive degree of conservation), and from these we kept 34 816 (52%) that had at least 50% of similarity along the 15 amino acids on either side of one or more of the conserved intron positions. This filter has already been shown to considerably reduce the false-positive rate of computational predictions (6).
Next, we filtered by novelty through the following two steps. First, we rejected pairs showing a high degree of homology in BLAST searches to the protein sets in Ensembl (release NCBI34d) and RefSeq (as of May 2004) and to the 41 118 fulllength cDNAs from the H-Invitational database (12) . More concretely, in the homology search for proteins we rejected those predictions with a match showing an expected value <1 · 10 À50 , while in the homology search for cDNAs we rejected those that showed at least 1 high-scoring segment pair (HSP) with an expected value <1 · 10 À5 and a minimum length and identity of 60 bp and 95%, respectively.
Second, we considered as novel those human predictions that had no position overlap in the human genome with any of the annotations in Ensembl (release NCBI34d), RefSeq mRNAs (13) (14, 15) .
This definition of novelty includes all novel (i.e. found in new loci) transcripts even if they belong to known gene families and yielded a set of 332 pairs of chicken-human genes (0.5% of the initial set of 66 390 gene pairs) involving 311 human and 328 chicken genes. The BLAST searches in protein and cDNA sets make the approach highly conservative, but ensure that we discarded existing mRNAs that may be misannotated in the genome (16) due to, for instance, aligning an mRNA to the wrong locus in the genomic sequence.
Experimental verification by RT-PCR
The 311 human predicted genes form a set of putative novel human genes and can be downloaded from http://genome. imim.es/datasets/ggalhsapgenes2005. To estimate which fraction of these models are bona fide genes, we tried to experimentally verify by RT-PCR a subset of 50 promising candidates built in the following way. For a given predicted human gene, the experimental verification by RT-PCR was made on one pair of consecutive predicted exons; hence, the selection of candidate predictions not only involved choosing the most promising genes but also the most promising exonexon junction. Thus, from the set of 311 putative novel human genes, we made a ranking of all the aligned human-chicken exon-exon junctions to select those most likely to correspond to real gene sections. The criterion to build this ranking was the abrupt change of intron-exon conservation between human and chicken. We captured this feature by first performing TBLASTX alignments (WashU-BLAST with parameters -nogap Z = 3000000000 B = 9000 V = 9000 -hspmax = 500 -topcomboN = 100 -filter = xnu+seg -matrix = BLOSUM62 -w = 5) between the genomic sequences of each gene pair, as well as between the pairs of aligned humanchicken exon-exon junctions. Second, we calculate the correlation coefficient at nucleotide level (17) (CCn) between the TBLASTX HSPs and the human gene predicted coordinates. The CCn ranges from À1 to 1, where the value 1 corresponds to the case when the conservation between the human and chicken sequences matches perfectly the coordinates of the predicted human gene. We made the ranking of the aligned human-chicken exon-exon junctions by decreasing CCn value, first for the entire gene coordinates (CCnG) and second for the exon-exon junction (CCnI). From the entire ranking, we selected a final set for experimental verification based on the following criteria: This left us with 87 exon-exon junctions involving 52 genes. We selected for each gene the one with the largest CCnI value. From the 52 exon-exon junctions, we rejected two, as they were identical at sequence level to a third one in the set, producing a final set of 50 exon-exon junctions from 50 different genes to test by RT-PCR.
cDNA preparation. Human cDNAs from 24 different tissues were synthesized using 12 poly(A) + RNAs from Origene, 8 from Clemente Associates/Quantum Magnetics and 4 from BD Biosciences as described previously (18, 19) . The relative amount of each cDNA was normalized by quantitative PCR using SyberGreen as intercalator and an ABI Prism 7700 Sequence Detection System. Experimental verification. Predictions of human genes were assayed experimentally by RT-PCR as previously described and modified (6, 19, 20) . Similar amounts of 24 Homo sapiens cDNAs (brain, heart, kidney, spleen, liver, colon, small intestine, muscle, lung, stomach, testis, placenta, skin, peripheral blood cells, bone marrow, thymus, pancreas, mammary gland, prostate, fetal brain, fetal liver, fetal kidney, fetal heart and fetal lung, final dilution 2500·) were mixed with JumpStart REDTaq ReadyMix (Sigma) and 4 ng/ml primers (SigmaGenosys) with a BioMek 2000 robot (Beckman). The first 10 cycles of PCR amplification were performed with a touchdown annealing temperatures decreasing from 60 to 50 C; annealing temperature of the next 30 cycles was carried out at 50 C. Amplimers were separated on 'Ready to Run' precast gels (Pharmacia) and sequenced. This procedure was used to experimentally assay the 50 exon-exon junctions of putative novel human genes. The sequences of the amplified human exon-exon junctions are deposited in GenBank under accession nos. AY947523-AY947528.
RESULTS
From the 50 exon-exon junctions of the set of promising candidates, 6 (12%) yielded positive results with expression in an average of 3.3 tissues out of the 24 tested [confidence interval (0.2-6.4) at 95% significance level; SD 2.9] and with 67% of cases showing expression in only 1 or 2 tissues (see Tables 1 and 2 and Supplementary Figures 1-7) . As expected considering previous studies (6, 21) , these novel genes show a far more restricted tissue distribution than the previously known vertebrate genes which show expression in an average of 7-8 tissues out of the 12 tested (18) . Further analyses of these six novel genes are given in Table 3 and in the Supplementary Material.
Since the tested subset was formed by our best selection of candidates, the 12% success rate can be considered as an upper bound success rate within the set of 311 putative novel genes. Applying this rate, we obtain an upper estimate of 37 additional human genes which add up to a 0.2% of the current estimate of the number of protein-coding genes given by Ensembl. In order to reconcile this estimate with 2.6% (within the 904 genes) obtained with the Tetraodon sequence, we applied the described filters for novelty and found that, in fact, 466 out of the 904 passed the filters; of these, 371 were intronless genes and 95 were multi-exon genes. Since our protocol only applies to multi-exon genes, we intersected the subset of 95 Tetraodon-based predictions with our 311 chicken-based predictions obtaining 6 common putative novel human genes. From these, 4 were among the 50 promising candidates we submitted for RT-PCR verification and 1 was among the 6 RT-PCR positives (chr4_55 in Table 3) , yielding a success rate of 25%. Applying this rate to the 95 putative novel human genes obtained from Tetraodon, we obtain an estimate of 24 novel human genes, an additional 0.1% of the current human gene catalog and in agreement with our estimate using the chicken genome. Additionally, we were also interested in searching for distinctive features of the RT-PCR-positive exon pairs in the computational predictions to possibly enhance the sensitivity and specificity of our predictions. We found that the length of their 3 0 exon was on average much shorter (91 bp) than that of the negative cases (167 bp), an observation which suggested a relationship between the reliability of longer predicted exons and the selection of primers for RT-PCR. The average distance of the 5 0 start of the reverse primers selected from the downstream exons in the negative cases is 132 bp, while this distance in the positive cases is 60 bp, which in turn makes more likely an overlap with the region of high conservation around the intron, required by our protocol. This region includes 15 amino acids on either side of the intron and the average conservation found was 85% for the negative cases and 91% for the positive ones. Thus, the primers selected in the positive cases overlap with stretches of a higher conservation level. This observation suggests that the described bioinformatic protocol is more reliable in its prediction of short rather than long exons.
DISCUSSION
These results confirm the previous observation (6) that there does not appear to be a large population of conserved proteincoding genes in mammals outside of the currently existing cDNA sets. They also may reflect that our current methods for protein-coding gene annotation fail to identify the missing genes in the human gene catalog. For example, we cannot exclude that some predictions were not positively verified because they are expressed in only a few cells at a specific developmental time. Moreover, our bioinformatic screening to filter out false-positive predictions is based on the differentiated intron-exon conservation, thus directly discarding intronless and quickly evolving genes. The development of experimental and computational methods addressed to find missing genes under such specific circumstances is, therefore, crucial to clear up whether our current methods are heavily underestimating the size of the missing human gene catalog. As a byproduct, such an investigation could enlarge our knowledge on the biology involving gene evolution and expression.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Supplementary Material is available at NAR Online. The identifiers of the predictions include the chromosome name, on which they were predicted and a label that differentiates different genes predicted in the same chromosome. Three of the genes match Pfam domains and four match with genome specific human ESTs (not all are given). The percentage identity of the alignments with the homologous sequence (Identity) and the proportion of the gene prediction covered in this alignment (Coverage) are also given. We distinguish whether the alignment is at the amino acid or at the nucleotide level.
